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West Kimberley Exploration Set to Recommence
Buxton Resources (BUX) anticipates that its strategic partner IGO Limited
(IGO) will recommence field-based exploration activities in the West
Kimberley this month (July’20). IGO is earning into the extensive West
Kimberley Joint Venture (WKJV) project area, with BUX retaining a freecarried 16-20% interest through to either the completion of a feasibility study
or a decision to mine. The restart of activities follows the recent lifting of
regional travel restrictions relating to the COVID-19 pandemic. Proposed
work, funded by IGO, includes deep diamond drilling at Merlin, ground EM in
the neighbouring Quick Shears prospect and ground reconnaissance of EM
targets from a regional survey over the region (within the WKJV).

Brief Business Description
Junior explorer
Hartleys Brief Investment Conclusion
WKJV restructured. Strategic partner IGO
managing exploration activities for a majority
stake. BUX free-carried minority interest
through to completion of FS. Exploration to
be accelerated, with new targets generated.
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Deep drilling at Merlin testing for extensions at depth
Merlin is still considered the most advanced prospect within the WKJV,
following the discovery of magmatic (massive) nickel-copper sulphides by
BUX back in Aug’15. Two deep diamond holes are proposed at Merlin,
planned to be drilled each to a depth of ~1,100m. The holes will test the
geological and structural model for the main mineralised (nickel-copper
sulphide) system down-dip, and also be positioned to test the core of the
gravity high and a weakly constrained high-powered (HT SQUID) EM
conductor at depth. Drilling is expected to take place in the SepQ, with some
of the costs to be funded by the state (WA) government’s Exploration
Incentive Scheme (EIS). The diamond holes will provide deep down-hole
positions for EM, which could be key to unlocking significant value.
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Quick Shears could be a prospect to watch

Seamus Cornelius (NE Chairman)

In late-May 2019, BUX made the discovery of fresh outcropping nickel-copper
sulphides at the Quick Shears prospect. Quick Shears is adjacent to, and
along strike of Merlin and contains a large gravity feature interpreted as a
prospective package of mafic-ultramafic intrusions, considered highly fertile
for more nickel-copper sulphide accumulations. In late 2019, IGO flew a
regional Spectrem airborne EM survey over the ground, generating a number
of conductors which are planned to be followed up. Some 13 EM targets were
previously flagged for follow-up from the existing ground (SQUID) EM data,
with a further 6 Spectrem targets within the immediate Quick Shears area to
be followed up with ground EM to prioritise targets for later-date drill-testing.

Eamon Hannon (MD)

Copper opportunities in the USA being assessed
With the West Kimberley and Fraser Range ground now being managed by
IGO, BUX’s attention has been drawn to the southwest US, where it has been
actively pursuing copper opportunities. BUX has paid option fees to secure
ground which contain previously identified copper resources. BUX has until
the 15 Oct’20 exercise its option, upon which it can acquire an 100% interest
via an initial US$150k, grant a 0.5% NSR royalty on mineral products sold
and pay a deferred consideration in the event of on-sale of the mining leases.
We maintain our Speculative Buy recommendation on BUX, with our latest
price target of 12cps. BUX’s cash position is ~A$4m, which implies a cash
backing of ~3cps. BUX retains minority exposure to any potential WKJV
discoveries and being free-carried through to possible development decision
appears sensible. BUX is using its current cash reserves to pursue new
opportunities and to fund existing early-stage projects within its portfolio.
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Kimberley and Fraser Range of WA.
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Multiple targets being generated, some of w hich to be tested and has already
discovered potentially significant nickel-copper mineralisation.
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BUX shareholder approval
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Com m ents
WKJV restructured. Strategic partner IGO managing exploration activities for a
majority stake. BUX free-carried minority interest through to completion of FS
or decision to mine. Explorationto be accelerated, w ith new targets generated.
BUX now assessing a new copper opportunity in the US.
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WEST KIMBERLEY WA
Belt-scale
opportunities for
nickel-copper sulphide
deposits

The West Kimberley region offers belt-scale opportunities for nickel-copper-cobalt
sulphide deposits, the project area is ~100 km NE of Derby and lies within a similar
tectonic setting as Panoramic Resources (PAN) Savannah nickel-copper mine.
Double Magic lies within the King Leopold Orogen, whereas, Savannah falls within
the Halls Creek Orogen. The latest West Kimberley Joint Venture (WKJV) ownership
structure is best summarised on Fig.1.

Fig. 1:

WKJV Project Location –WA

Project Location

Source: BUX

BUX discovered
nickel-copper
sulphides at Merlin in
Aug’15

Fresh outcropping
nickel-copper
sulphides have been
discovered at the
Quick Shears prospect

Source: Buxton Resources Limited

Exploration within the region over the last few years has been largely focused on
the Merlin prospect, following the discovery of magmatic (massive) nickel-copper
sulphides in Aug’15. While ore grade intercepts have been reported, to date no
deposits have been delineated. Merlin exploration is currently focused on deeper,
potentially larger systems, which may take some time to uncover.
In late-May 2019, BUX made the discovery of fresh outcropping nickel-copper
sulphides at the Quick Shears prospect. Quick Shears is adjacent to, and along
strike of Merlin and contains a large gravity feature interpreted as a prospective
package of mafic-ultramafic intrusions (considered highly fertile).
BUX anticipates that its strategic partner IGO will recommence field-based
exploration activities in the West Kimberley this month (July’20). The restart of
activities follows the recent lifting of regional travel restrictions relating to the COVID19 pandemic.
Proposed work, funded by IGO, includes deep diamond drilling at Merlin, ground EM
in the neighbouring Quick Shears prospect and ground reconnaissance of EM
targets from a regional survey over the region (within the WKJV).
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Fig. 2: IGO Planned Work Programs - WKJV

Source: Buxton Resources Limited

Two deep diamond holes are proposed at Merlin, planned to be drilled each to a
depth of ~1,100m. The holes will test the geological and structural model for the
main mineralised system down-dip, and also be positioned to test the core of the
gravity high and a weakly constrained high-powered (HT SQUID) EM conductor at
depth. The diamond holes will provide deep down-hole positions for EM, which could
be key to unlocking significant value. Drilling is expected to take place in the SepQ.
Two deep diamond
holes are proposed at
Merlin, planned to be
drilled each to a depth
of ~1,100m

Fig. 3:

Merlin – Proposed Deep Drilling

Source: Buxton Resources Limited
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Quick Shears is adjacent to, and along strike of Merlin and contains a large gravity
feature interpreted as a prospective package of mafic-ultramafic intrusions,
considered highly fertile for more nickel-copper sulphide accumulations.
Quick Shears is
adjacent to, and along
strike of Merlin and
contains a large
gravity feature
interpreted as a
prospective package
of mafic-ultramafic
intrusions, considered
highly fertile for more
nickel-copper sulphide
accumulations

In late 2019, IGO flew a regional Spectrem airborne EM survey over the ground,
generating a number of conductors which are planned to be followed up. Some 13
EM targets were previously flagged for follow-up from the existing ground (SQUID)
EM data, with a further 6 Spectrem targets within the immediate Quick Shears area
to be followed up with ground EM to prioritise targets for later-date drill-testing.

Fig. 4:

Quick Shears – EM Targets for Follow-up

Source: Buxton Resources Limited
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PRICE TARGET – HIGHLY SPECULATIVE
Our BUX price target is considered highly speculative.

Our BUX price target
is considered highly
speculative

The Company has highly prospective ground holdings in the Kimberley and Fraser
Range regions of WA. Both areas contain quality base metal deposits, in particular
the Panoramic Resources (PAN) Savannah nickel-copper mine (Kimberley) and
Independence Group (IGO) Nova nickel-copper mine (Fraser Range), but are still
considered under explored.
BUX’s Fraser Range exploration tenure is considered early stage with prospective
mafic-ultramafic units containing magmatic nickel sulphides (fertile) confirmed, but
no economic deposits have as yet been defined. Exploration is managed by IGO
and any exploration success could have a positive effect on BUX’s share price, who
retain a free-carried 10% interest through to a decision to mine.
BUX’s West Kimberley ground is more extensive than tenure held in the Fraser
Range, and BUX’s ultimate project interest is higher (though still minority).
Mineralisation at Merlin (discovered by BUX) is regarded as typical magmatic nickelcopper in massive sulphides (with cobalt) and lies within a similar tectonic setting to
Savannah. Quick Shears appears to be an exciting new discovery, and we look
forward to the report of aircore drill results and identified EM conductors which could
generate new drill targets.
Our latest price target for BUX of 12cps is derived from a change in potential project
interest, peer metric analysis and perception of exploration value in the search of
new deposits. Current cash backing is around 3cps.

Latest price target of
12cps (from 20cps)

Fig. 5:

Hartleys BUX Price Target

Price Target Methodology

Weighting

7/07/2020 12 Month

Peer metric - Discovery Savannah-like operation 20% BUX

35%

$0.16

$0.17

Peer metric - nickel prod/dev/expl (median)

30%

$0.05

$0.05

Exploration value

20%

$0.16

$0.17

Cash Backing

15%

$0.03

$0.03

Risk w eighted com posite

$0.11

12 Months Price Target

$0.12

Shareprice - Last

$0.073

12 m th total return (% to 12m th target + dividend)

Source: Hartleys Research
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RISKS
Key risks for BUX include making an economic discovery and obtaining funding for
ongoing exploration. Weather, land access, drill rig availability, retaining key people
are all risks.

Fig. 6: Key Risks
Assumption

Funding for ongoing
exploration

Preliminary BUX price target

Discovery Success

Commodity Prices

Conclusion

Risk of not realising
assumption

Downside risk to share
price if assumption is
incorrect

Low-Med

Med-High

BUX has a strategic partnership with IGO, with
IGO earning in to a number of projects. We
estimate BUX has a current cash position
~$4M. The Company has a number of options
to raise additional funds for future exploration,
including new equity issuances and potential
new joint venture deals. The Company
operates under a lean corporate structure (low
cost base).

Med

Meaningful

We have made a number of large assumptions
in our largely on peer metrics, based on
incomplete information (ie no nickel resources,
reserves or development studies). BUX has no
production history. Any changes to our
assumptions have both upside and downside
risks.

Med-High

Med

Comment

The Company has confirmed a new Ni-Cu
sulphide discovery but with only a few holes
into mineralisation, size and overall grade
cannot be determined (economic viability is
unknown). BUX’s management team has a
high level of technical expertise and will now
commence a full technical review of data prior
to planning the next phase of exploration,
which does provide some level of comfort in
the program(s) ahead.
Med
Med-High
The projects remain highly sensitive to
commodity price movements and sentiment.
Current exploration focus is nickel, copper and
gold.
At this stage we consider the assumptions have a medium to high risk of not being achieved.
We have a highly speculative valuation on BUX based on a number of large assumptions, but the Company’s
extensive project portfolio within highly prospective terrains and low current market cap, implies the Company is
undervalued.

Source: Hartleys Research
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Share price could be volatile. While it is anticipated that,
on a risk/reward basis, an investment is attractive, there
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significant share price reduction. Consequently, the
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Disclaimer/Disclosure
The author of this publication, Hartleys Limited ABN 33 104 195 057 (“Hartleys”), its Directors and their Associates from time to time may hold
shares in the security/securities mentioned in this Research document and therefore may benefit from any increase in the price of those securities.
Hartleys and its Advisers may earn brokerage, fees, commissions, other benefits or advantages as a result of a transaction arising from any advice
mentioned in publications to clients.
Any financial product advice contained in this document is unsolicited general information only. Do not act on this advice without first consulting
your investment adviser to determine whether the advice is appropriate for your investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs.
Hartleys believes that any information or advice (including any financial product advice) contained in this document is accurate when issued.
Hartleys however, does not warrant its accuracy or reliability. Hartleys, its officers, agents and employees exclude all liability whatsoever, in
negligence or otherwise, for any loss or damage relating to this document to the full extent permitted by law.
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